THE LIST
of domestic NGOs carrying out observation mission of
December 6, 2015 Referendum
on amendments to the RA Constitution

1. “Helsinki Committee of Armenia” – 88 observers
2. “Foundation against Violation of Law” – 59 observers
3. “Civil Society Institute” – 79 observers
4. “Union” social movement” – 5 observers
5. “Social diplomacy” – 6 observers
6. “Hayq” – 417 observers
7. “Gegham’s youth regional association” - 404 observers
8. “Europe in Law Association” – 429 observers
10. “Free Society Institute” – 728 observers
11. “Future Spitak” – 10 observers
12. “Regions Development and Research Centre” – 60 observers
14. “Civil Consciousness” – 7 observers
15. “Improve our village” – 52 observers
17. “Democratic Ararat” – 44 observers
18. “Helsinki Citizens’ Assembly Vanadzor Office” - 89 observers